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Mkt Ldr Elem TRB NE TM CD Rom PkPearson Education, 2008

	Market Leader is an extensive new Business English course

	designed to bring the real world of international business into

	the language teaching classroom. It has been developed in

	association with the Financial Times, one of the world's leading

	sources of professional information, to ensure the maximum

	range and...
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Mathematics of Digital Images: Creation, Compression, Restoration, RecognitionCambridge University Press, 2006
"Recognition explains the mathematics needed to carry out various aspects of digital imaging through examples, exercises with solutions, pseudocode and sample calculations on images.  Suitable for a course or tutorial."
Spectra

"This book explains the mathematics needed to understand and carry out these components in...
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Digital Fundamentals (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2002

	For mid-level courses in Digital Electronics, Digital Logic, Computer Fundamentals, and Digital Fundamentals.Reflecting combined experience in the engineering industry and in the classroom, this bestseller provides thorough, up-to-date coverage of digital fundamentals--from basic concepts to microprocessors, programmable logic, and digital...
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Evolutionary Algorithms for Solving Multi-Objective Problems (Genetic and Evolutionary Computation)Springer, 2007
Solving multi-objective problems is an evolving effort, and computer science and other related disciplines have given rise to many powerful deterministic and stochastic techniques for addressing these large-dimensional optimization problems. Evolutionary algorithms are one such generic stochastic approach that has proven to be successful and widely...
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The Video Collection Revealed: Adobe Premiere Pro, After Effects, Soundbooth and Encore CS5Delmar Cengage Learning, 2010


	Welcome to Th e Video Collection—Revealed. Th is book off ers

	creative projects, concise instructions, and complete coverage

	of basic to advanced video skills, helping you to create polished,

	professional-looking video. Use this book both in the classroom

	and as your own reference guide.





	Th e text is...
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Introduction to Probability and Stochastic Processes with ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	An easily accessible, real-world approach to probability and stochastic processes


	Introduction to Probability and Stochastic Processes with Applications presents a clear, easy-to-understand treatment of probability and stochastic processes, providing readers with a solid foundation they can build upon throughout their...
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Python Programming Fundamentals (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2015

	This easy-to-follow and classroom-tested textbook guides the reader through the fundamentals of programming with Python, an accessible language which can be learned incrementally. 


	Features: incudes numerous examples and practice exercises throughout the text, with additional exercises, solutions and review questions at the...
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Solving Problems in Scientific Computing Using Maple and Matlab®Springer, 2004

	
		Modern computing tools like MAPLE (a symbolic computation package)
	
		and MATLAB® ( a numeric and symbolic computation and visualization
	
		program) make it possible to use the techniques of scientific
	
		computing to solve realistic nontrivial problems in a classroom
	
		setting. These problems have been traditionally...
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Computer Graphics for Java ProgrammersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A great many varied and interesting visual effects can be achieved with computer graphics, for which a fundamental understanding of the underlying mathematical concepts – and a knowledge of how they can be implemented in a particular programming language – is essential. 

Computer Graphics for Java Programmers, 2nd...
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Experiments in Undergraduate Mathematics: A Mathematica-Based ApproachWorld Scientific Publishing, 1996
All students need to master a variety of mathematical tools and concepts at the start of their university career. This distinctive book helps students learn these by doing. The approach is interactive, using experiments, performed in the symbolic algebra package Mathematica, to impart the fundamentals of many of the topics students encounter. A...
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Children's Learning in a Digital WorldJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
"Playing computer video games can be just what you need to get a job." Could such a statement ever be true? Computer games, software, and networking technologies are often viewed as threats to the social, emotional, and physical well being and development of children. However, such beliefs are often unfounded. 

This new...
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Scratch 1.4: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2009

	If you have the imaginative power to design complex multimedia projects but can't adapt to programming languages, then Scratch 1.4: Beginner's Guide is the book for you. Imagine how good you'll feel when you drag-and-drop your way to interactive games, stories, graphic artwork, computer animations, and much more using Scratch even...
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